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The article focuses on how operators are using the new enterprise solutions offered by Alexa Smart Properties to
enhance the high quality experience for senior housing residents during the pandemic, and how the use of
technologies such as voice technology can help operators minimize expenses and overcome the challenges of
labor shortages by reducing staff workloads and increasing retention rates.

Amazon Introduces Alexa for Senior Living Enterprise Use, Atria Bringing to
Related JV Properties
Senior living providers will be able to more easily and effectively deploy and manage Amazon voice technology at scale
through a new enterprise solution from the tech giant.
The ability to fleet-manage Amazon’s voice technology is a “big breakthrough,” Atria Senior Living CEO John Moore
told Senior Housing News.
Atria is among the first providers that will deploy Echo devices using the Alexa Smart Properties offering, with the
voice tech initially rolling out in the luxury communities that Atria is developing through a joint venture with The
Related Companies.
Alexa Smart Properties has already supported enterprise use of Alexa-enabled tech in various other types of real estate
such as office buildings, hotels and multifamily properties. The effort to enable similar capabilities in senior living was
accelerated by the Covid-19 pandemic, according to Liron Torres, Global Leader for Alexa Smart Properties.
“Early in the Covid pandemic, hospitals and senior living communities started asking us to implement solutions in their
properties to help connect with family and friends when that was really difficult, and to help staff stay in touch with
patients while having limited protective supplies,” Torres told SHN.
In creating the enterprise solution, Alexa Smart Properties received information and feedback from providers such as
Atria and California-based nonprofit Eskaton, as well as senior living-focused tech companies such as K4Connect,
Aiva, Vocera and Lifeline Senior Living.
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Leaders with Alexa Smart Properties and Atria believe that widespread deployment of Echo devices will enhance
residents’ experiences and improve operational efficiency at a time when both goals are difficult but crucial to achieve,
given shifting consumer expectations and intense workforce challenges.
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Alexa for senior living

Senior living providers saw promise in voice technology and strong results from pilot programs, which showed that the
tech was easy for older adults to use and offered multiple features that they embraced, including the ability to manage
their living environment and stay in touch with loved ones. When Covid-19 hit and providers across the country turned
to technology to enable residents to stay connected with people outside communities that were in lockdown, voice
technology was an obvious solution.
However, providers were struggling to help residents set up and maintain Echoes, and also were frustrated that the
devices did not integrate with other technology being used in communities, Torres said.
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The world first met Alexa, Amazon’s voice assistant, when the company launched its Echo devices in 2014. In the years
since, Echoes have made their way into senior living communities, sometimes through efforts undertaken by providers
to offer the technology and also as more residents have moved in with the devices.

“They said, ‘There has to be a better, more scalable way to manage this’ — and that’s what Alexa Smart Properties
provides,” she said.
Through the pandemic, Alexa Smart Properties worked with senior living stakeholders to develop the solution that now
is being introduced, adding features that providers said were high-priority, such as the ability for residents and their
loved ones to easily initiate video calls as well as voice calls with each other, using Echo Show devices.
“One of the reasons I’m so excited about this product is because this came from the communities,” Torres said.
Other key features of the senior living enterprise solution include:
— Communities can access tens of thousands of Alexa skills to offer information such as activity schedules and menus
— Staff can send announcements via the devices and also can initiate calls with residents
— Residents can utilize the devices for routine check-ins, maintenance requests and other needs
— HIPAA-eligible skills can allow senior living staff and residents to interact in secure environments, and for senior
living providers to utilize the technology for tasks such as medication tracking
Amazon “implements administrative, technical and physical safeguards for protected health information received as
part of HIPAA-eligible skill interactions,” according to the company’s announcement of the new offering. In addition,
no personal information is shared with Alexa to use the device, and voice recordings are not saved.
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Atria foresees multiple benefits
Louisville, Kentucky-based Atria is among the largest senior living providers in North America, with the company’s
2021 acquisition of Holiday Retirement’s management business creating a portfolio of nearly 450 communities.
Atria also has been a technology leader, building an in-house operating platform that is now being sold to other
providers through a company called Glennis Solutions. And Atria has been working closely with Amazon on senior
living-related initiatives, with Atria Chief Technology Officer Chris Nall sitting on an advisory council with the
technology giant.
Atria has advocated for having fleet management of Echo devices, which will be a “game changer,” Atria CEO Moore
told SHN.
Atria plans first to introduce Echoes for every room in buildings currently being developed with Related Cos. in major
urban markets such as San Francisco and New York City.
Moore is excited about how residents and staff will be able to utilize the Echo Show devices, and how the tech will
create a more efficient operational matrix by integrating with other solutions that Atria has in place.
He foresees residents using the Echoes to stay in touch with loved ones; control home automation features such as
lights, blinds and thermostats; set up reservations for programs, activities and transportation; and access various types
of information and entertainment.
Among the benefits to staff, workers will be able to more easily request help if needed and also access Atria’s care
management system to more efficiently record information related to health and wellness — for example, noting that a
resident’s cough is getting better or worse.
Furthermore, integration with Atria’s resident and family app will amplify the benefits. For example, after a caregiver
tells Alexa that Mrs. Jones’ cough is getting better, that information might go out automatically via the app to Mrs.
Jones’ children.
Atria also has introduced a technology concierge at its community in Newport Beach, California, and plans to have a
tech concierge in the Related projects as well. The concierge will help residents set up and learn how to use their Echo
devices, and make sure that the community maintains a high-touch as well as high-tech approach to the resident
experience.
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Although the projects with Related are designed for an affluent consumer, Atria serves residents at multiple price points
— the recently acquired Holiday portfolio, for example, consists largely of middle-market independent living
communities. Given that Echo devices are relatively inexpensive and should drive operating efficiencies, Moore sees
tremendous potential to expand the technology throughout the Atria portfolio.
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As one example of how the devices might drive efficiency, he proposed that residents might receive a prompt to preorder their lunch for the next day, with five options to choose from — residents who do not pre-order might then only
have two options, allowing a building to offer choice but in an economical manner.
“We can plan in advance, and make it simpler,” Moore said. “There are all sorts of use cases like that, that we think will
create the efficiencies that will allow us to be smarter in how we run the buildings.”
That effort should also be aided by the data that fleet management of the system enables. For example, providers will
be able to create anonymized reports showing how the Echo devices are being utilized by residents.
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“We think it has broad applicability across the whole spectrum,” he said.

And achieving these efficiencies is especially important at the moment, given that expenses remain elevated due largely
to pandemic disruptions, while staffing is under extreme pressure due to worker shortages and other labor-related issues
also stemming in large part from Covid.
The Amazon technology should help improve retention by making senior living jobs easier for staff, Moore believes.
For example, caregivers today might be using a tablet to take notes on resident interactions, and simply speaking to
Alexa simplifies that task even more.
“Using technology to simplify how people do things is part of attacking the workforce issue,” Moore said.
Making the current environment even more difficult for operators, occupancies are still down, having dropped to
historically low levels during the pandemic. Being able to offer Echo devices for all residents of a building should be a
marketing advantage that helps drive move-ins, Moore said.
Atria CTO Nall emphasized that the Echo Shows should also enhance the resident experience.
“The great thing about these Shows is, we’re going to provide them with the tech already in the room, it’s always
plugged in, managed for the resident, and actually we’d assist them with our tech concierge,” Nall told SHN. “This
ensures every single room has this gateway into the whole digital universe for that community.”
The process of setting up the enterprise system also should be relatively easy for Atria, particularly given that the
provider already has been working with Aiva. Aiva helps senior living providers to make the most of Echo devices and
other voice technology, and partnered with Alexa Smart Properties through the development of the new senior livingspecific enterprise solution.
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Many senior living providers have existing partnerships with firms such as Aiva or K4Connect to help drive their voice
tech initiatives, and working through these relationships is the easiest way to take advantage of the Alexa Smart
Properties solution, Torres said. However, senior living providers also can work directly with Alexa Smart Properties.
Many consumer technologies hold promise for use in senior living, and more residents are moving in with expectations
that they can continue to utilize the products that they are accustomed to, from wearables to smart home devices.
Moore hopes that an increasing number of consumer tech companies will enable enterprise management of their
solutions, and he commended Amazon for being a leader in this regard.
“I think hats off to them,” he said.

Original Article:
https://seniorhousingnews.com/2021/10/25/amazon-introduces-alexa-for-senior-living-enterprise-use-atria-bringing-to-related-jvproperties/
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The Bartlett Seniors Housing Complex will be a 129-unit apartment building designed for active senior
living, located at 550 Bond Street in Oshawa, ON. The Bartlett represents an affordable alternative to
conventional seniors housing, offering services that permit seniors to live independently, on an à-la-carte
basis through a concierge, in a regular apartment building, while providing the comfort to seniors and
their families that care will be available in short order should the need arise.
•

The Bartlett is beginning to host a number of
key "Open Houses" of small groups of
interested seniors, led by the Marketing
Manager, and attended by seniors living in
the building. These are essentially small info
sessions and are held in our very popular
Bartlett Bistro.

•

The marketing team continues to leverage
digital marketing platforms such as
Facebook, Instagram, and snapd, which is a
local media agency, to connect with
prospective tenants.

•

The Bartlett Bistro is Oshawa’s newest
exclusive dining experience for The Bartlett
residents and their friends and family. The
beautiful main floor Bistro is available for
dine in and take out and is open daily.

Chancery Seniors Housing Investments Inc. is a private real-estate investment firm with a focus on seniors housing. Powered by its two strong
founding partners, Suske Capital Inc. and LD Capital Corp., Chancery creates a team with the expertise and experience of over 55 years in real
estate and seniors housing developments with an estimated completion value of over $5 billion.
For more information about our company and projects, please visit www.chanceryseniors.com
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